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Executive Summary 
 

Section 404 of the Railroad Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (RSIA) requires that the U.S. 

Department of Transportation complete a study to determine, ― . . . the most safe, efficient, and 

cost-effective way to improve the safety of rail passenger station platforms gaps in order to 

increase compliance with the requirements under the Americans with Disabilities Act, including 

regulations issued pursuant to section 504 of such Act and to minimize the safety risks associated 

with such gaps for railroad passengers and employees.‖  In addition to a fatal accident in 2006, a 

2009 analysis of injuries arising from platform-train gaps on a single commuter railroad found 

that for the period 2005 to 2008, there were 179 gap injuries, which accounted for 25 percent of 

passenger injuries on that railroad.  The researchers concluded that the 30 percent reduction in 

the final two years of their study might be attributed to the railroad’s gap awareness campaign.  It 

is important to note the two forces driving this report, increased safety for passengers navigating 

the gap and achieving compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. 

 

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) is a wide-ranging civil rights law that 

prohibits discrimination based on disability.  The current ADA regulatory requirements 

concerning gap management require, with some exceptions, coordination of car floors with 

platforms so that the horizontal gap between a car and the platform is no more than 3 inches and 

the height of the car floor be within plus or minus 5/8 inch of the platform height.  The goal is 

unassisted boarding for disabled passengers for all cars accessible to other passengers boarding 

from the same platform.  However, a number of engineering and operational conditions preclude 

achieving and maintaining the desired ADA gaps between rail cars and platforms at locations 

where level boarding exists in environments where freight and heavy passenger rail share track.  

These standards can and often are met in light and rapid rail operations.   

 

Why Passenger Car/Platform Gap Cannot Conform to Existing ADA Regulations 

 

The desired ADA gap requirements cannot be met due to a number of factors.  Routine train 

operations cause ongoing variation of vehicle to platform gaps, both horizontally and vertically.  

Variables associated with routine wear, the general physics associated with train movement and 

accepted engineering parameters for railroads all contribute to a variance up to 8 ¾ inches 

horizontally and 5 ½ inches vertically.  Additional variation occurs due to track class, curvature, 

super-elevation and the different suspension designs between freight and passenger equipment. 

 

On average, passenger cars are 8 inches narrower than freight cars (10’0‖ versus 10’8‖).  This is 

necessary to allow passenger cars to navigate turns within a desirable distance of the track 

centerline.  Passenger equipment must be equipped with a relatively soft suspension for rider 

comfort.  This alone can result in a roll angle of nearly 8 degrees, which will cause a passenger 

car to move sideways 6 inches or more at 48 inches above top of rail (ATR).  Shorter, wider 

freight cars require greater offset of the platform from the centerline in order to clear a station 

than passenger cars.    

Although there are some generalities that can be made regarding platform and equipment floor 

heights in the East and West, passenger cars are in service in the United States with floor heights 

of 15, 24, 25, 44 and 48 inches ATR.  Amtrak’s Superliner equipment at 15‖ ATR is the general 
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specification west of the Mississippi while 48‖ ATR is the common floor height found in the 

Northeast.  Safety concerns dictate that passengers should never have to step down into a 

passenger car, so floor heights must be at or above platform heights for safe operations. 

 

Another factor is consideration of over dimensional (OD) loads.  Freight shipments occasionally 

involve movement of over-sized loads in terms of weight and dimension, requiring greater offset 

of platforms from the track centerline, ultimately resulting in wider platform gaps.  The 

Department of Defense (DoD) also moves OD loads.  The State Departments of Transportation, 

American Association of Railroads (AAR), Surface Transportation Board (STB), American 

Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA), Railway Industrial 

Clearance Association, FRA and railroad companies work to ensure that military clearances are 

maintained.  FRA staff have determined that OD loads do not conflict with platforms at 15‖ to 

17‖ above top of rail (ATR). 

 

Passenger Operation Survey 

 

As of November 2009, there were 27 passenger railroads operating in the United States.  The 

Volpe National Transportation Systems Center (Volpe) conducted a survey of a representative 

sample consisting of nine passenger railroads and Amtrak.  The railroads surveyed reported that 

the desired ADA gap has proved difficult to achieve in operation.  The norm in the field today 

appears to be at least a 6‖ or 7‖ gap, even with such aids as vehicle mounted platform extenders 

or sacrificial platform mounted extenders.  Interviewees indicated that in negotiating operating 

rights with private freight railroads, the freight operators expressed concern that there should be 

no physical interference with OD loads.  Some interviewees remarked, however, that freight 

railroads derive welcome benefits from new passenger rail starts, especially in improved track 

and grade crossings using public funds.  Passenger operators also reported that utilizing existing 

station or on-board personnel to call attention to and provide assistance with negotiating 

unusually wide gaps appears to be an effective approach.   

 

Comments from Disability Rights Advocates and Other Stakeholders 

 

The Department of Transportation published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) in early 

2006 seeking comments on its proposal to amend its ADA and Section 504 regulations to, among 

other items, update requirements concerning rail station platforms.  The Department of 

Transportation strongly believes that, in choosing accessibility solutions, it is important that 

service be provided ―in the most integrated setting that is reasonably achievable.‖  The 

implication of this principle in the rail station context is that the accessibility solution that 

provides service in the most integrated setting should be chosen.  Many organizations provided 

comments touching on level boarding issues, such as the National Disability Rights Network, 

AARP and Equip for Equality, as well as many others.  A review of these comments was 

conducted for purposes of this study, and the overwhelming position of the organizations 

representing the disabled community calls for service in the most integrated setting with a 

preference for full length level boarding, affording unassisted access to all cars available for 

boarding to other passengers.  Comments from the railroads disagreed with this position. 
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Potential Mitigation Measures 

 

A study conducted for a commuter railroad suggested three main components to a gap injury 

mitigation strategy: modifications to the platform and cars, providing information to passengers 

and training for train crews and platform personnel.  For the platform and train, suggestions 

included using reflective markings at train door thresholds and at locations of the platform with 

large gaps, use of contrasting color to bring attention to existing train hand rails and reduction of 

large gaps where feasible.  For passengers, the study called for additional platform personnel 

during peak periods and at stations with high gap injury rates and use of pre-recorded messages 

to ―Watch the Gap.‖  Suggested training included providing data on the railroad’s gap injury 

rates with a goal for reducing these injuries and alerting train crews to the passenger types and 

stations where assistance may be needed. 

 

Track may be added to move OD loads away from platforms.  Gauntlet track, for example, is an 

arrangement in which railway tracks run parallel on a single track bed and are interlaced such 

that only one pair of rails may be used at a time.  This method shifts the OD load away from the 

station far enough for safe clearance.  Another alternative is a bypass track to completely 

separate freight and passenger trains near the platform.  

 

Because of the significantly larger gaps encountered when platforms are located on curves, one 

of the most effective actions that can be taken is to move the platform from a curve to a tangent.  

However, this situation typically is encountered at existing platforms in difficult terrain or 

heavily urbanized areas where older configurations were built long before accessibility was a 

consideration and relocation of the platform is not readily achievable.  In these locations other 

mitigating techniques must be employed. 

 

Mechanical car-borne gap extenders are used with some equipment and considered reliable as 

long as a manual override feature is included.  Car-borne gap fillers may still leave a significant 

space that will require a bridge plate for passengers using assistive devices for mobility.  

However, by partially closing the gap it improves safety for all passengers. Fixed car-borne 

extenders are installed below the threshold to extend the train’s width at platform level thereby 

lessening the gap.  At this time, the Long Island Rail Road is installing such devices under its M7 

passenger cars. 

 

Platform modifications may also be used to narrow the gap.  Platform mounted movable 

extenders are used to achieve a smaller gap and are currently available in both mechanically and 

manually operated configurations.  Such extenders are generally used in corridors where there 

are higher mixtures of passenger and freight movements on the same track.  They require 

considerable maintenance, especially in northern climates.  A failure to operate properly could 

have ramifications on safety, clearances and schedules that could impact the entire operation. 

 

In the case of railroads that rarely make OD freight movements, special retractable extenders can 

be attached to the platform.  Personnel on the OD movement can manually push the flaps up to 

allow clearance and then return them to their normal down position afterwards.  This option is 

labor intensive, but may be a more feasible option in accommodating infrequent OD cargo.   
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Wooden platform extenders are sometimes employed to mitigate gaps.  While easy to install and 

adjust, wood has the potential to splinter and become airborne when impacted, causing safety 

hazards for passengers and railroad workers.  Sacrificial edges using polymer or fiber reinforced 

plastic polymer edge boards have been installed in some locations.   

Bridge plates are used to bridge vehicle-platform gaps and are manually deployed by station or 

train crew.  They are found on platforms or in stations, usually under lock and key or may be 

carried in the passenger car.  Based on interviews with railroad operators, manually deployed 

bridge plates are the most commonly used mitigation measure.  The conductor or other on board 

staff can readily lift and deploy the bridge plate.   

The NJ Transit Rail study showed positive results in gap related injuries that were likely 

influenced by information and awareness strategies.  The key to a successful public relations 

campaign is through common trademarks, formats, use of international symbols and the 

coordination of all of the elements, including schedule cards, station descriptions, websites and 

the physical attributes at the station including platform markings, signs, shelter, ticketing access, 

and consistency of location to support the message.   

 

Relative Cost of Mitigation Strategies 

 

The following table is a recap of the mitigation strategies discussed.  The chart includes relative 

cost rankings.  The cost rankings are presented to illustrate the range of costs that different 

mitigation strategies may involve.  Life cycle costs are estimated, so while a technique may be 

more expensive at the outset, it might be less expensive in the long run and vice versa.  Costs can 

be operational such as using train staff to deploy an assistive aid or capital intensive, such as the 

cost of installation and maintenance of a movable platform.  Some mitigation strategies are a 

composite of the two.  Effectiveness is ranked based on utility and satisfaction.  Rankings are 

based on 10 for the highest, 1 for the lowest. 

 

Mitigation Strategy Cost Ranking 
Life Cycle 

Cost 
Effectiveness 

Gauntlet track 10 8 9 

Bypass track 10 8 9 

Platform extenders 8 5 7 

Platform edge modifications 5 4 7 

Car borne bridge plates 1 1 8 

Platform bridge plates 1 1 4 

Station aids 2 1 4 

Internet outreach 1 1 3 

 

Access for Persons with Mobility Impairments at Locations without Full-Length Level 

Boarding 

 

Many platforms in service in the United States do not have level boarding.  At these locations the 

platform-vehicle gap is not the primary issue for mobility impaired passengers; rather, access to 

the train becomes the primary issue.  Several methods are currently employed to facilitate access. 

 

At many locations, wayside or car-borne wheelchair lifts are used.  Manually operated lifts are 

generally locked in their own enclosure on the platform. The use of wayside lifts has similar 
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drawbacks as brigdge plates or ramps kept at stations.  Bad weather can affect the mechanisms or 

prevent access to the lift, keys can be lost, or theft or vandalism can occur.  In addition, it can be 

very time consuming to find, move the lift to the desired railcar door, deploy and lift a passenger 

into the railcar.  This results in longer dwell times and the funnelling of passengers with mobility 

impairments to the cars closest to the wayside lift’s enclosure.  Wayside lifts are the least favored 

means of access. 

 

Car-borne lifts located on each car of a consist are operated by the train crew and have an 

override mechanism in the event of mechanical failure.  Car-borne lifts do not have the 

drawbacks of lifts kept at stations.  Moreover, they can be deployed more quickly from every car 

of the railcar and do not have the effect of forcing mobility impaired passengers to use the rail 

car door closest to the lift.   

 

Many stations use mini-high platforms as a means of access for passengers with disabilities. 

Mini-high platforms are disfavored because they often do not provide unassisted access to all 

cars available to passengers.  A major safety issue of concern in the design of mini-high station 

platforms is the issue of entrapment, where an area between the ramp and mini-high and platform 

edge could result in a user being trapped between the ramp and a passing train.   

 

Conclusion 
 

While there are a number of gap mitigation techniques available and in use in the United States, 

there is room for improvement in gap safety awareness and opportunities for an improved 

system-wide safety approach.  With reference to disabled access, a number of engineering and 

operational conditions preclude achieving and maintaining the desired ADA gaps between rail 

cars and platforms at locations where level boarding exists.  Disabled access to the intercity rail 

system is improving but is still far short of the vision contained in the ADA. 
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REPORT TO HOUSE AND SENATE 

 
 

SEC. 404. STUDY OF METHODS TO IMPROVE OR CORRECT STATION 

PLATFORM GAPS. 
 

Not later than 2 years after the enactment of this Act, the 

Secretary shall complete a study to determine the most safe, efficient, 

and cost-effective way to improve the safety of rail passenger 

station platforms gaps in order to increase compliance with the 

requirements under the Americans with Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. 

12101 et seq.), including regulations issued pursuant to section 

504 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 12204) and to minimize the safety 

risks associated with such gaps for railroad passengers and employees. 

 

 

On August 5, 2006, an18-year-old female passenger exiting a Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) 

commuter train at Woodside Station in Queens, New York, fell through a 7 7/8-inch horizontal 

gap between the rail car and the station platform.  After falling through the gap to the track level 

beneath the platform, she did not follow instructions from the train conductor and her friends to 

be still and wait for rescue, but instead crawled under the platform and into the path of an 

oncoming passenger train.  She sustained fatal injuries.  (National Transportation Safety Board 

(NTSB) Accident Report DCA-06-FR-009, Adopted March 13, 2009.)  While fatalities are rare, 

this tragic accident highlights the safety issues involved with platform gaps.   

 

An analysis of injuries arising from platform-train gaps was completed in July 2009 as part of a 

study focused on customer behavior relative to the gap on New Jersey Transit Rail.  That study 

found that for the period 2005 to 2008, gap injuries accounted for 25 percent of passenger 

injuries on NJ Transit Rail. There were 38 gap injuries in 2005, 75 in 2006, 83 in 2007 and 58 in 

2008.  The researchers concluded that the 30 percent reduction in the final two years might be 

attributed to NJ Transit Rail’s efforts to alert passengers to the gap as part of an awareness 

campaign.  (Customer Behavior Relative to Gap between Platform and Train, Final Report, 

Janice R. Daniel and Naomi G. Rotter, New Jersey Institute of Technology, July 2009). 

 

Section 404 of the Railroad Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (RSIA) requires that the U.S. 

Department of Transportation complete a study to determine the safest, most efficient, and cost 

effective ways to improve the safety of rail passenger station platform gaps and to minimize the 

safety risks associated with such gaps.  Prior to the enactment of RSIA, the Federal Railroad 

Administration published the ―FRA Approach to Managing Gap Safety‖ (Gap Safety Report) in 

December 2007.  (See Appendix A.)  The Gap Safety Report anticipated many of the 

requirements found in Section 404 of RSIA but was focused on a process to evaluate platform 

sites and employ a systematic approach to gap mitigation.  The methodology suggested in the 

Gap Report is useful in comparing solutions using a risk management approach, in this case to 

evaluate and develop risk mitigation strategies to reduce platform-vehicle gaps to acceptable and 

safe levels.  The Gap Safety Report did not address issues of cost efficiency or compliance with 

the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
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The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) is a wide-ranging civil rights law that 

prohibits discrimination based on disability.  Intercity and commuter rail transportation access is 

addressed generally at 42 U.S.C. §12161 et seq.  The current applicable regulatory requirements 

concerning gap management are found at 49 CFR § 38.113(d), which states:  

 

(d) Coordination with boarding platforms--(1) Requirements. Cars which provide level-

boarding in stations with high platforms shall be coordinated with the boarding platform 

or mini-high platform design such that the horizontal gap between a car at rest and the 

platform shall be no greater than 3 inches and the height of the car floor shall be within 

plus or minus 5/8 inch of the platform height. Vertical alignment may be accomplished 

by car air suspension, platform lifts or other devices, or any combination. 

(2) Exception. New cars operating in existing stations may have a floor height within plus 

or minus 1 ½ inches of the platform height. 

(3) Exception. Where platform set-backs do not allow the horizontal gap or vertical 

alignment specified in paragraph (d) (1) or (2), platform or portable lifts complying with 

Sec. 38.125(b) of this part, or car or platform bridge plates, complying with Sec. 

38.125(c) of this part, may be provided. 

(4) Exception. Retrofitted vehicles shall be coordinated with the platform in existing 

stations such that the horizontal gap shall be no greater than 4 inches and the height of the 

vehicle floor, under 50% passenger load, shall be within plus or minus 2 inches of the 

platform height. 

 

Figure 1 is an excerpt from the Gap Safety Report that illustrates the ADA gap requirements. 

 

Figure 1. Cross section of Car and Platform Showing 3‖ Width Gap and 5/8‖ Height Differential 

 

 
 

 

EXISTING GAP SITUATION 
 

Unassisted boarding to all cars on a train for individuals using wheelchairs for mobility requires 

full length level boarding with minimum vertical and horizontal gaps.  A mobility impaired 

passenger using a wheelchair should be able to access to any car accessible to other passengers 

boarding from the same platform.  ―Level boarding‖ means that there is coordination between 
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the platform height and the vehicle floor.  However, a number of engineering and operational 

conditions preclude achieving and maintaining the desired ADA gaps between rail cars and 

platforms at locations where level boarding exists and where freight and heavy passenger 

equipment share track.  Light and rapid rail can and often do meet the ADA gap requirements.  

 

Why Passenger Car/Platform Gap Cannot Conform to Existing ADA Regulations 

 

The Department of Transportation has a proposed rule to update its ADA regulations for 

requirements for railroad platforms, Docket Number OST-2006-23985.  The docket is closed to 

comments at the time of this report; however the final rule has not yet been published.  The FRA 

released a document entitled ―Factors Associated with Railroad Passenger Car Clearances to 

High Platforms for Intercity and Commuter Rail Systems.‖ (FRA Factors Paper) dated March 7, 

2006), (See Appendix B).  The FRA Factors Paper concludes that the current ADA gap 

requirements cannot be met due to a number of factors.  A paper presented at the 2003 Annual 

Meeting of the Transportation Research Board examined issues related to access for mobility 

impaired passengers and reached the same conclusion regarding high level platforms.   

(Resolving Conflict Between Mobility-Impaired Passenger Requirements and Freight Service in 

Mixed High and Low-Platform U.S. Railroad Lines, Transportation Research Record 1848, p.70, 

Edward K. Morlok, November 2002). 

 

Routine train operations cause ongoing variation of vehicle to platform gaps, both horizontally 

and vertically.  The FRA Factors Paper contains two tables, reproduced below as Tables 1 and 2, 

that show the variables associated with routine wear, general physics associated with train 

movement and accepted engineering parameters.  These factors do not negate the existing 

regulations calling for level boarding or the Department’s level-boarding guidance; rather they 

are factors that exist and require great attention in terms of detection, maintenance and 

prevention. In the event that all variables stack up, the variance is significant; up to 8 ¾ inches 

horizontally and 5 ½ inches vertically.  This only provides for basic forces and does not account 

for additional variation due to track class, curvature, super-elevation and the different suspension 

designs between freight and passenger equipment, all of which can introduce even greater 

variation.  

 

Table 1.  Sources of Horizontal Range of Variation. 

Source Variation 

Track Gauge (FRA Class 4 Regs.) 1 ½ inches 

Flange Wear ¾ inch 

Wheel Axle Mounting 3/8 inch 

Misc. Truck Suspension, Center Plate, etc., wear ½ inch 

Platform Construction Tolerance ¼ inch 

Track Alignment (FRA Class Four Regulations) 3 inches 

SUBTOTAL 6 3/8 inches 

Passenger Car 7.3
◦
 Roll at 48‖ ATR 6 1/8 inches 

TOTAL  12 ½ inches 

Passenger Car 7.3
◦
 Roll at 18‖ ATR 2 3/8 inches 

TOTAL 8 ¾ inches 
Source: Factors Associated with Railroad Passenger Car Clearances to High Platforms for Intercity and Commuter Rail Systems, FRA, 2006. 
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Table 2.  Sources of Vertical Range of Variation. 

Source Variation 

Multiple Wear, Wheels 2 ½ inches 

Spring set, Center Plate wear, air, springs
*
, etc.  ½ inch 

Platform Construction Tolerance ½ inch 

Vertical Track Profile (FRA Class 4 Regs.) 2 inches 

TOTAL  5 ½ inches 
*Does not include deflated air springs 

Source: Factors Associated with Railroad Passenger Car Clearances to High Platforms for Intercity and Commuter Rail Systems, FRA, 2006. 

 

Passenger Cars Differ from Freight Cars 

 

The dimensions, suspension and placement of trucks under rail cars have a direct impact on the 

gap.  Freight cars are fairly standardized and fall into well-defined categories.  The American 

Association of Railroads (AAR) maintains a series of diagrams illustrating railcar dimensions in 

detail, referred to as ―Plates.‖  There are a variety of sizes designated as ―Standard,‖ Plates B 

through H.  Plate C is probably the most frequently encountered dimensionally, as it describes, 

―Unrestricted [movement and inter-changeability] except on certain [restricted] roads….‖  The 

restriction includes a maximum weight of 265,750 pounds.  Freight cars generally have a stiff 

suspension when compared with passenger cars. 

 

On average, passenger cars are 8 inches narrower (10’0‖ versus 10’8‖) than freight cars.  This is 

necessary to allow the passenger cars to navigate turns with the length of the car within a 

desirable distance of the track centerline.  Passenger comfort parameters dictate that rail 

passenger equipment must be equipped with a relatively soft suspension.  According to the 

Factors Associated with Railroad Passenger Car Clearances, this can result in a roll angle of 

nearly 8 degrees, which will cause a passenger car to move sideways 6 inches or more at 48 

inches above top of rail (ATR).  Shorter, wider freight cars require greater offset of the platform 

from the centerline in order to clear a station than passenger cars. 

Variability in Floor Heights 

Level boarding is not possible with all vehicle types.  Although there are some generalities that 

can be made regarding platform heights in the East-West divide, the same cannot be said for the 

varieties of rail vehicles that exhibit variance in threshold heights and vertical gaps.  Passenger 

cars are in service in the United States with floor heights of 15, 24, 25, 44 and 48 inches ATR.  

Amtrak’s Superliner equipment at 15‖ ATR is the general specification to meet west of the 

Mississippi while 48‖ ATR is the common floor height found in the Northeast.  Safety concerns 

dictate that passengers should never have to step down into a passenger car, so floor heights must 

be at or above platform heights for safe operations. 

 

Passenger-Only Systems   

 

Passenger-only systems may be built to tighter tolerances, thus reducing the vertical and 

horizontal gaps.  However, even with passenger-only systems, there is a likelihood of through-
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train movements without stopping at a given station.  In such cases sway remains an impediment 

to narrowing the platform to vehicle gap to the degree called for in the existing ADA regulations. 

 

Impact of Curvature 

 

Track curvature has an extreme impact on platform clearances.  Stations located on a curve 

require more clearance between the rail car and the platform edge than stations on tangent 

(straight) track because stations on curved track must compensate for car overhang on the ends.  

The width of the gap depends on the sharpness of the curve, the length of the rail car, the truck 

spacing, location of doors relative to the trucks, and whether the platform is on the inside or 

outside of the curve.  Depending on the dimensions of the car and location of the trucks (wheel 

assemblies) on the car, some doors might be closer to the platform while vehicle to platform gaps 

elsewhere in the same car or train might be much wider. In the case of the Syosset Station on the 

Port Jefferson Branch of the Long Island Railroad, illustrated in Photo 1, a much wider gap than 

usual is the result, ranging from 10‖ to 15‖. 

 

Photo 1.  Syosset Station, LIRR Port Jefferson Branch (LIRR). 

 
 

Stations should be located on tangent track and not curves whenever possible.  However, in the 

case of certain right of way alignments, especially older ones, correcting this problem would be 

very difficult because of dense urbanization or topography around the station.  In the larger 

established railroads in the Northeast where ridership is very high, there are short time intervals 

between trains and the infrastructure is so tightly woven into the urban fabric, it is likely 

infeasible to change platform locations.  This is one of the reasons the original ADA 

Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG) included language pertaining to 

the structural or operational infeasibility of meeting the gap requirements.  
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Over Dimensional (OD) Loads 

 

Civilian freight occasionally involves movement of over-sized loads in terms of weight and 

dimension, requiring greater offset of platforms from the track centerline, ultimately resulting in 

wider platform gaps.  The Railway Industrial Clearance Association (RICA) works closely with 

the American Railway Engineering Maintenance of Way Association’s (AREMA) Committee 

28—Clearances, to ensure that these large movements can be accommodated.  Carrying OD 

loads is one reason that track-owning freight railroads insist that platforms be limited to 8‖ ATR.  

FRA staff have determined that platforms located at 15‖ to 17‖ ATR do not interfere with any 

existing OD equipment. 

 

The Department of Defense (DoD) could be required to deploy heavy and/or OD cargo (such as 

tanks) on short notice by rail.  The Strategic Rail Corridor Network (STRACNET) coordinates 

line designations and agreements with the civil sector, in conjunction with Railroads for National 

Defense (RND).  RND, in turn, works in conjunction with FRA to ensure military clearances are 

always possible on the designated routes.  FRA has defined a core system known as ―Principle 

Rail Lines‖ that have Amtrak service, are defense essential and carry annual freight volume of 20 

million gross tons per mile (MGTM/M).  The State Departments of Transportation, American 

Association of Railroads (AAR), Surface Transportation Board (STB), AREMA, Railway 

Industrial Clearance Association, FRA and railroad companies work to ensure that military 

clearances are maintained. 

 

Photo 2.  Example of a DoD movement. 

 
 

Except for very special movements that need to be vetted in advance, the STRACNET 

specifications are similar to the AAR freight plates.  Care must be taken as the OD loads may 

overhang the edge of the waiting area of low level platforms.  Photo 2 is an example of an OD 

DoD movement. 

 

INTERVIEW OF REPRESENTATIVE PASSENGER OPERATORS 

 

As of November 2009, there were 27 passenger railroads operating in the United States.  (See 

Appendix C).  In order to collect more detailed information for this report about the current 

passenger railroad platform environment nationwide and discover potential best practice gap 
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mitigation methods, the Volpe conducted a survey of a representative sample consisting of nine 

passenger railroads and Amtrak.  The representative sample is listed in Table 4.  The first step in 

Volpe’s survey was to delineate operations geographically using the Mississippi River as the 

dividing line between East and West.  This is because platform height conventions (with the 

exception of Chicago’s Metra Electric District), are markedly different, with 48‖ ATR platforms 

in the Northeast versus 8‖ ATR in the West. 

 

Categories of Platform Heights – the East/West Conceptual Divide 

 

 8‖ ATR refers to low-level platforms.  Some systems like the Diesel Districts in Chicago 

are entirely 8
‖ 
ATR throughout.  Eight inch ATR is also found at some platforms in the 

West that possess 8‖ ATR for the entire station length, except that the platform is 

equipped with 25‖ ATR mini-high platforms or rely on platform located lifts for boarding 

passengers who use wheelchairs or otherwise need level boarding. 

  

 45‖ to 50‖ ATR inch full length platform height is found in older systems in the 

Northeast and on Chicago Metra’s Electric District.   

 

 Mixed Configurations.  Some railroad stations have a mixture of platform heights; 

combining 45-50‖ ATR, or 45-50‖ ATR mini-high platforms, at a station that is 

otherwise configured at 8‖ ATR.  For instance, full length high platforms are used in 

eastern terminals such as Boston, Philadelphia, New York, Baltimore, and Washington 

DC.  However, outlying stations on the same lines may be configured at 8‖ ATR.  The 

vehicles that operate on these lines are equipped with traps and floor plates in end 

vestibules that allow for level boarding at the high platform.  Boarding at outlying, less 

used stations employ car-borne or platform wheelchair lifts.  Some stations have mini-

platforms installed at 20’ or more length to provide partial level boarding with the 

assistance of bridge plates. 

 

Table 3 is a summary of platform heights above the rail and the corresponding method of access 

for passengers in wheelchairs or who otherwise require level boarding. 

 

Table 3.  Railway Platform Categories. 

Category Access Method 

8‖ ATR Mini-High Platforms/Bridge Plate 

Bridge Plate 

Lift on Platform 

Lift on-board Car 

15‖ ATR, Level Boarding Bridge Plates 

25 to 44‖ ATR, Level Boarding  Bridge Plates 

45 to 50‖ ATR, Level Boarding Bridge Plates 

 

After applying the East/West delineation, the systems listed in Table 4 were selected according 

to climate and the other variables discussed above.  
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Table 4. Representative RRs for This Study: East/West Coast, North/South, Old/New 

Operator Name Status Climate 

WEST    

CALTRAIN  

(San Francisco) 

Peninsula Corridor Joint 

Powers Board 

New Temperate 

Chicago Metra N.E. IL Commuter Rail Corp Established Cold 

    

Minneapolis/St. Paul North Star Commuter Rail New Cold 

Sea-Tac Puget Sound RTA New Temperate 

Utah Transit Authority  UTA Frontrunner New Cold 

EAST    

Long Island RR, New York LIRR Established Cold 

Massachusetts Bay 

Transportation Authority 

MBTA Established Cold 

SE Pennsylvania TA SEPTA Established Cold 

South Florida RTA TRI-RAIL/SFRTA New Warm 

 

Volpe gathered preliminary information before interviews with passenger rail operators were 

conducted to learn about each system’s stations, accessibility policies, degree of accessibility at 

stations, planned future extensions, operational policies, and other pertinent information. 

 

Interview Instrument 

 

A standard interview instrument was used.  (See Appendix D).  The questions gathered 

information about: 

 

 Railroad characteristics, including the number of stations and data on platform 

configurations, such as platform heights and use of mini-high platforms. 

 Accessibility measures used, including bridge plates, moveable platform edge, train-

borne lifts, zoned stopping, station mounted lifts and other methods. 

 Longer-term plans including new construction, retrofitting current configuration, 

vehicles, and extensions. 

 Open-ended questions to capture additional and unanticipated, but useful, information of 

the overall program and if the interviewee had any materials to use or cite.  

 

A copy of the interview form can be found at Appendix E. 

 

Key Findings 

 

A summary of Volpe’s findings are summarized in table form in Appendix D.  The desired ADA 

gap has proved difficult to achieve in operation, thus operators frequently invoked the exceptions 

listed in the rule.  The norm in the field today appears to be at least a 6‖ or 7‖ gap, even with 

such aids as vehicle mounted platform extenders or sacrificial platform mounted extenders.  
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Sacrificial extenders are generally wood or composite strips attached to the edge of the platform 

that will compress or wear away if moving equipment comes into contact.  

 

As the Hazard Analysis Approach described in the Gap Safety Report, there is no one-size-fits-

all approach to mitigating the gap.  For instance, due to the limited time between trains on the 

LIRR, platform mounted gap fillers were viewed as unadvisable due to the potential cascading 

effects that could be produced by a system failure, which could include delays and negatively 

impacting safety and operations. This also applies to platform extenders that cannot be readily be 

manually retracted in the case of mechanical failure.  Based on interviews, passenger railroads 

prefer car-borne systems with manual backup capabilities to retract over platform-mounted ones 

because there is less chance of interrupting operations, signalization and greater likelihood of 

maintaining schedules, even in the event of failure. 

 

Interviewees indicated that in negotiating operating rights with private freight railroads, there 

was a concern expressed by the freight operators that there should be no physical interference 

with OD loads.  Some interviewees remarked, however, that freight railroads derive welcome 

benefits from new passenger rail starts, especially in improved track and grade crossings using 

public funds.  Passenger operators can leverage these benefits to press for ADA compliance. 

 

Passenger operators report that utilizing existing station or on-board personnel to call attention to 

and provide assistance with negotiating unusually wide gaps appears to be an effective approach.  

In many cases assistance to riders is a duty that can be easily added to an employee’s other core 

duties without much alteration of contracts or collective bargaining agreements. 

 

There are operational innovations and best practices occurring in the field, such as locating two 

adjacent vestibules to stop at the same mini-platform.  Locating two adjacent vestibules at the 

same stop doubles the boarding capacity for passengers with mobility impairments and provides 

access to two coaches rather than just one. This in turn allows faster boarding overall, thereby 

reducing dwell times.  The new Boston commuter rail mini-high platforms are built 40’ in length 

rather than the more commonly reported 20’ length.  Since persons with disabilities should have 

access to all cars accessible to others without disabilities, double and triple stopping of the train 

may still be necessary as cars fill up or if cars dedicated to a specific purpose are in the consist 

(such as wi-fi and quiet cars).  This is a significant shortcoming when relying on mini-highs to 

access accessibility. 

 

COMMENTS FROM DISABILITY RIGHTS ADVOCATES AND OTHER 

STAKEHOLDERS 
 

The Department of Transportation published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in early 2006 

seeking comments on its proposal to amend its ADA and Section 504 regulations to, among 

other items, update requirements concerning rail station platforms.  (Notice of Proposed 

Rulemaking, 71 F.R. 9761, Docket Number OST-2006-23985 February 27, 2006).  The 

Department strongly believes that, in choosing accessibility solutions, it is important that service 

be provided ―in the most integrated setting that is reasonably achievable.‖  (see 49 CFR 

27.7(b)(2)). The implication of this principle in the rail station context is that the accessibility 

solution that provides service in the most integrated setting should be chosen. 
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Over 400 comments were docketed; many from organizations serving constituencies that include 

persons with disabilities.  Organizations such as the National Disability Rights Network, AARP 

and Equip for Equality, as well as many others, provided comments.  A review of these 

comments was conducted for purposes of this study, and the overwhelming position of 

organizations representing the disabled community is a call for service in the most integrated 

setting with a preference for full length level boarding, affording access to all cars available for 

boarding. 

 

POTENTIAL MITIGATION MEASURES 
 

All Hazards Systems Approach to Any Gap Mitigation Measure 
 

The all-system hazard approach to gap mitigation is outlined in the FRA’s Gap Safety Report as 

a method to approach the problem.  The all-system hazards approach applies a risk management 

model to evaluating and developing risk mitigation strategies to obtain safe and compliant risk 

levels.  This approach is universally applicable to any sort of modification, methodology or 

enhancement considered; and it is an underlying guiding concept that runs throughout FRA’s 

Gap Safety Report.  Figure 2 illustrates the application of this method to gap safety. 

 

No matter what approach, technology or process is considered, the hazard analysis approach is 

applicable to ensure optimized results and safety.  It is also useful in comparing approaches in 

order to obtain optimal safety at an optimal cost. 

 

The NJ Transit Rail study suggested three main components to a gap injury mitigation strategy: 

modifications to the platform and cars, providing information to passengers and training for train 

crews and platform personnel.  For the platform and train, their suggestions include using  

reflective markings at train door thresholds and at locations of the platform with large gaps, use 

of color to bring attention to existing train hand rails and reduction of large gaps where feasible 

given train clearance requirements.  For passengers, the study calls for additional platform 

personnel during peak periods and at stations with high gap injury rates and use of pre-recorded 

messages to ―Watch the Gap.‖  Suggested training providing data on the railroad’s gap injury 

rates with a goal for reducing these injuries and alerting train crews to the passenger types and 

stations where assistance may be needed.  (Customer Behavior Relative to Gap between Platform 

and Train, Final Report, Janice R. Daniel and Naomi G. Rotter, New Jersey Institute of 

Technology, July 2009). 
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Figure 2.  The four elements of the all hazards approach to gap safety. 

 
 

Relocate Track to Minimize Gap 

 

Gauntlet Tracks 

 

Gauntlet track is an arrangement in which railway tracks run parallel on a single track bed and 

are interlaced such that only one pair of rails may be used at a time.  This method shifts the OD 

load away from the station far enough for safe clearance.  Gauntlet tracks are an effective 

method for accommodating wide load movements while allowing for an optimal gap between 

passenger car and platform. When wide freight movements are frequent, once a day or more, a 

gauntlet track with interlocking signalization is generally advisable.  When wide load situations 

are less frequent, monthly for example, then a gauntlet track with a hand thrown signal and 

switch could be appropriate.  
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Figure 3. Gauntlet Track, Dotted Line 

 
 

Bypass Tracks 

Another alternative is a separate bypass track for freight and passenger trains. While not a direct 

method of reducing gaps, this approach provides the opportunity to remove freight traffic from 

passenger traffic in the vicinity of the station so they do not interfere with each others’ 

operations.  

 

Photo 3. Bypass Track on Right. 

 
Courtesy of Bernard Kennedy, Volpe Center. 
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Relocate Platform from Curve to Tangent 

 

Because of the significantly larger gaps encountered when platforms are located on curves, one 

of the most effective actions that can be taken is to move the platform from a curve to a tangent.  

However, this exception typically occurs at existing platforms in difficult terrain or heavily 

urbanized areas where older configurations were built long before accessibility was a 

consideration and relocation of the platform is not readily achievable.  In these locations other 

mitigating techniques must be employed. 

 

Mix of Platforms 

 

Heavy rail commuter lines serving Philadelphia, Boston and Washington DC possess a mixture 

of equipment and platforms.  Locations include full length level boarding, 8‖ ATR with platform 

or car-borne wheelchair lifts and mini high platforms of the 48‖-50‖ inch convention.  Where full 

length high platform boarding in used, consistently located bridge plate deployment areas, 

platform markings and signage as well as proper ADA placarded vehicles ensure that passengers 

know the location of boarding points where bridge plates are deployed.  However, this method of 

funneling passengers with mobility impairments to specific cars does not meet the ADA 

requirement of access to all coaches accessible to others. 

 

Car-borne Gap Extenders 

 

Mechanical car-borne gap extenders are used with some equipment and considered reliable as 

long as a manual override feature is included.  Note that in Photo 4, the car-borne gap filler still 

leaves a significant space and will require a bridge plate for passengers using assistive devices 

for mobility.  However, by partially closing the gap it improves safety for all passengers.  

 

Photo 4. UTA ―Wing Gap‖ (Car-borne, mechanical). 
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Fixed car-borne extenders are installed below the threshold to extend the train’s width at 

platform level thereby lessening the gap.  At this time, the Long Island Rail Road is installing 

such devices under its M7 passenger cars. 

 

Retractable Platform Extenders 

 

Platform mounted movable extenders are used to achieve a smaller gap and are currently 

available in both mechanically and manually operated configurations.  Photo 5 illustrates a 

moveable extender that can be retracted for OD loads while optimizing the gap for day-to-day 

passenger operations.  Such extenders are generally used in corridors where there are higher 

mixtures of passenger and freight movements on the same track.  They require considerable 

maintenance, especially in northern climates.  A failure to operate could have ramifications on 

safety, clearances and schedules that could impact the entire operation. 

 

Photo 5. Platform Mounted Mechanical Extender.  

 
Source: www.nycsubway.org 

 

In the case of railroads that rarely make wide freight movements, special retractable extenders 

can be attached to the platform.  Personnel on the OD movement can manually push the flaps up 

to allow clearance and then return them to their normal down position afterwards.  This option is 

labor intensive, but may be a more feasible option in accommodating infrequent OD cargo.  

Photo 6 shows a manually deployed moveable ledge mounted on the station platform.  The train 

depicted is a passenger train, but with the flaps lifted, extra width is available for OD loads.  This 

type of deployment is suited for rights of way when only infrequent OD freight movements 

require greater clearance. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nycsubway.org/
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Photo 6. Manually-Lifted Station-Mounted Movable Ledge. 

 
Courtesy of Bernard Kennedy, Volpe Center 

 

Full Length High Platforms 

 

Where there is exceptionally heavy rail traffic, as is the case in the Northwest Corridor, Metro 

North and the Long Island Railroad, extensive full-length platform stations exist throughout the 

systems.  These full length platforms benefit from the efficiencies in passenger boarding and 

alighting resulting in optimized dwell times and passenger operations. There is a confluence of 

operating efficiencies and ADA compliance at these locations.  However, while these platforms 

meet the full length level boarding requirements of the ADA, the required gaps in the ADA 

regulations are still not achieved. 

 

Platform Edge Modifications 
 

Wooden platform extenders are sometimes employed to mitigate gaps by extending platforms 

horizontally.  While easy to install and adjust, wood has the potential to splinter and become 

airborne when impacted, causing significant safety hazards for passengers and railroad workers.  

Sacrificial edges using polymer or fiber reinforced plastic polymer edge boards have been 

installed in some locations.  The LIRR has extended station platform width, when possible, in 

1/8 to 1/2 inch increments utilizing polymer platform edge strips.  They are installed and shaved 

to fit where needed.  The polymer material is considered safer than wood because it does not 

splinter and break when impacted.  Photos 7, 8 and 9 illustrate platform extenders in use on the 

LIRR. 
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Photo 7. Example of Sacrificial Platform Edge and Retrofitted On-Borne Gap Extender (LIRR) 

 
 

 

 

 

Photo 8. Extending Platform with Wood (LIRR) 
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Photo 9. Example of Wood Platform Extender (LIRR) 

 
 

 

Bridge Plates 

Bridge plates are used to bridge vehicle-platform gaps and are manually deployed by station or 

train crew.  They are found on platforms or in stations, usually under lock and key or may be 

carried in the passenger car. 

 Station Bound.  Special or custom bridge plates are sometimes required due to the extra 

wide gaps caused by the platform being located on a curve.  Under these circumstances 

the bridge plate is usually stored on the platform under lock and key.  There are inherent 

problems with storing boarding equipment in remote, locked locations due to missing 

keys, insect infestation, weather and vandalism. 

 Car-Borne.  Based on interviews with railroad operators, manually deployed bridge plates 

are the most commonly used mitigation measure.  They are generally stored adjacent to 

the threshold in the interior of the car in a special recessed storage niche.  The conductor 

or other on board staff can readily lift and deploy the bridge plate.  Photo 10 illustrates a 

manually deployed bridge plate.  Note that the bridge plate is being used in conjunction 

with the fixed car-borne wing extender to bridge the gap. 
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Photo 10. Bridge Plate Manually Deployed on Sound Transit 

 
 

Enhanced Information Strategies  
 

The NJ Transit Rail study showed positive results in gap related injuries that were likely 

influenced by information and awareness strategies.  The key to a successful public relations 

campaign is through common trademarks, formats, use of international symbols and the 

coordination of all of the elements, including schedule cards, station descriptions, websites and 

the physical attributes at the station including platform markings, signs, shelter, ticketing access, 

and consistency of location to support the message.  Photo 11 is an example of part of MTA’s 

―Watch the Gap‖ program.  To better inform all passengers and operators, the FRA Web Site 

could be augmented with information, links, contacts, webinars, discussion groups, and Web 2.0 

social networks addressed to accessibility issues could be developed and maintained by the FRA 

Office of Civil Rights to keep passengers with disabilities and the operators who serve them 

informed. 

 

Photo 11. MTA Watch the Gap brochure. 
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RELATIVE COSTS OF MITIGATION STRATEGIES 

 

The following chart is a recap of the mitigation strategies discussed.  The chart includes relative 

cost rankings.  The cost rankings are presented to illustrate the range of costs that different 

mitigation strategies may involve.  Life cycle costs are estimated, so while a technique may be 

more expensive at the outset, it might be less expensive in the long run and vice versa.  Costs can 

be operational such as using train staff to deploy an assistive aid or capital intensive, such as the 

cost of installation and maintenance of a movable platform.  Some mitigation strategies are a 

composite of the two.  Effectiveness is ranked based on utility and satisfaction.  Rankings are 

based on 10 for the highest, 1 for the lowest.  

 

Table 8, Relative Cost Matrix 

Mitigation Strategy Cost Ranking 
Life Cycle 

Cost 
Effectiveness Comments 

Gauntlet track 10 8 9  

Bypass track 10 8 9  

Platform extenders 8 5 7  

Platform edge modifications 5 4 7  

Car borne bridge plates 1 1 8  

Platform bridge plates 1 1 4 Problems with keys. 

Station aids 2 1 4  

Internet outreach 1 1 3  

 

ACCESS FOR PERSONS WITH MOBILITY IMPAIRMENTS AT LOCATIONS 

WITHOUT FULL-LENGTH LEVEL BOARDING 

 

Many platforms in service in the United States do not have level boarding.  At these locations the 

platform-vehicle gap is not the primary issue for mobility impaired passengers; rather, access to 

the train becomes the primary issue.  Several methods are currently employed to facilitate access. 

 

Wheelchair Lifts 

Where platforms are not built for full length level boarding or equipped with a mini-high 

platform, wayside or car-borne wheelchair lifts can be used.  Photo 12 illustrates a manually 

operated lift similar to the ones commonly used in the United States.  The wayside lifts are 

generally locked in their own enclosure. The use of wayside lifts have similar drawbacks as 

brigdge plates or ramps kept at stations.  Bad weather can affect the mechanisms or prevent 

access to the lift, keys can be lost, or theft or vandalism can occur.  In addition, it can be very 

time consuming to find, move the lift to the desired railcar door, deploy and lift a passenger into 

the railcar.  This results in longer dwell times and the funnelling of passengers with mobility 

impairments to the cars closest to the wayside lift’s enclosure. 

 

Car-borne lifts located on each car of a consist are operated by the train crew and have an 

override mechanism in the event of mechanical failure.  Car-borne lifts do not have the 

drawbacks of lifts kept at stations.  Moreover, they can be deployed more quickly from every car 

of the railcar and do not have the effect of forcing mobility impaired passengers to use the rail 

car door closest to the lift.  Photo 13 illustrates a typical center door commuter car equipped with 

a lift. 
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Photo 12.  Mechanical Wayside Lift 

 
Caltrain 

 

Photo 13.  Metra Bi-Level Diesel District Center Entrance; Includes Car-Borne Wheelchair Lifts 

Manual Bypass Mechanism is Located to the Left of the Doorway. 
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15” Mini-High Platforms 

 

Many stations use mini-high platforms as a means of access for passengers with disabilities. A 

major safety issue of concern in the design of mini-high station platforms is the issue of 

entrapment.  Photo 14 shows a bridge plate in use at a mini-high platform on the Minneapolis 

Road Runner.  Photo 15 shows an area to the left of the ramp that could result in a user being 

trapped between the ramp and a passing train.  In any situation using a combination of high and 

low platforms, rail operators should not employ a solution that has the effect of channeling 

passengers into a narrow space between the face of the higher-level platform and the edge of the 

lower platform.  Such a design is inherently unsafe. In fact, any obstructions on a platform 

(stairwells, elevator shafts, seats, etc.) should be set back at least 6 feet from the platform edge. 

 

Photo 14.  Manual Bridge Plate Deployed at a Mini-High 

 
 

Photo 15.  Tri-Rail Mini-High. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

While there are a number of gap mitigation techniques available and in use in the United States, 

there is room for improvement in gap safety awareness and opportunities for an improved 

system-wide safety approach.  With reference to disabled access, a number of real world 

conditions preclude achieving and maintaining the desired ADA gaps between rail cars and 

platforms at locations where level boarding exists.  Disabled access to the intercity rail system is 

improving but is still far short of the vision contained in the ADA. 
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Appendix A 

 

FRA Approach to Managing Gap Safety, December 2007 
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Appendix B 

 

Factors Associated with Railroad Passenger Car Clearances to High Platforms for Intercity and 

Commuter Rail Systems, March 2006. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION 

March 7, 2006 

  

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH RAILROAD PASSENGER CAR 

CLEARANCES TO HIGH PLATFORMS FOR INTERCITY AND 

COMMUTER RAIL SYSTEMS 

 

SUMMARY: 

 

1. It is highly desirable for commuter rail lines and federally designated high- 

speed corridors to provide for level boarding of rail passenger cars. However, a 

series of real world conditions preclude achieving and maintaining the desired 

ADA gaps between rail cars and platforms. Bridge plates will be required to 

achieve level boarding compliance with ADA regulations.  

 

2. High-level platform heights have been standard at 48-inches ATR in the 

northeast for nearly a century. A new ―mid-level‖ platform height for low 

entry-level cars needs to be standardized. Passenger car doors should be flush 

with the outside wall of the car, not recessed in such a way as to increase the 

gap between the platform and the car floor. 

 

3. Routes that have historically moved OD freight loads must be provided: with 

either a track without a platform, a platform edge that can be moved to provide 

extra clearances, or a gauntlet track at the platform. Hand operated gauntlet 

tracks through a 1000-foot long platform typically cost in the range of 

$500,000, while fully interlocked remotely controlled gauntlet tracks with 

appropriate signaling would cost $1.5 -$2.0 million. 

 

4. It is recommended that the ADA regulations read as follows: ―Cars which 

provide level boarding with station platforms shall be coordinated with the 

boarding platform design such that the horizontal gap between a car at rest and 

the platform shall be no greater than 10 inches on tangent track and 13 inches 

on curves and the height of the car floor shall be within plus % inch to plus 5% 

inches of the boarding platform.‖ 
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5. Level boarding platforms should: be located on tangent track or mild curves 

not exceeding I‖ 40’ (radius of 3438 feet) with little or no superelevation, be 

free of obstructions within 6 feet of the platform edge adjacent to the track, not 

have any turnouts or crossovers along the platform length and not have any 

pedestrian crossings across tracks except, if necessary, beyond the platform 

ends with train activated warning systems. 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires that any new or 

remanufactured intercity or commuter rail cars be readily accessible and useable by 

individuals with disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs. See 42 U.S.C. 

$12162. To that end the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) has taken the view that 

full train length level boarding systems should be installed at all new and rebuilt stations 

along the federally designated high speed rail corridors, and the Federal Transit 

Administration (FTA) has taken the position that all new commuter rail systems and new 

or rebuilt stations on existing commuter rail systems should provide full train length level 

boarding platforms for all train doors. For the reasons set forth below, the FRA considers 

it infeasible to obtain full train length level boarding at all intercity stations, many of 

which are used by only one or two trains a day. 

 

BACKGR0UND:  

 

The concept of level boarding for both the disabled community as well as the 

general public is well founded. Observations with a stop watch in Chicago before the 

existence of the ADA repeatedly showed loading or unloading trains in good weather was 

3 times faster when using level boarding compared to steps with low platforms. 

Subsequent stop watch observations of manual crank wheelchair lifts compared to bridge 

plate use likewise showed at least a factor of 3 in favor of level boarding. Unfortunately, 

since high platforms cost more than low platforms, their use prior to ADA has historically 

been restricted to high-density commuter or corridor routes, where boarding time became 

a critical factor in railroad operations 

 

Regulations promulgated by the United States Department of Transportation (DOT) 

to implement the ADA for intercity and commuter railroads require that ―[cars which 

provide level boarding in stations with high platforms shall be coordinated with the 

boarding platform or mini-high platform design such that the horizontal gap between a car 

at rest and the platform shall be no greater than three inches and the height of the car floor 

shall be within plus or minus 5/8 inch of the platform height.‖ 49 C.F.R. $38.1 13 (d)(l); 

see also 49 C.F.R. $38.93 (d)(l) (regulation applying to commuter rail). Exceptions are 

authorized for new cars in existing stations, retrofitted vehicles and where platform 

setbacks do not allow the specified gaps to be met. See49 C.F.R. $38.113(d)(2)-(4). 

  

The DOT regulations describing a requirement for ―high‖ platforms must first be 

understood to apply to any platform that is above the traditional low-level platform, whose 

surface is typically eight inches above the top of the rail (ATR). It should also be 
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understood that historically each state was responsible for prescribing clearances around 

railroad tracks. Each state enacted statutes defining up to forty-one different clearances 

3that railroads are required to use within that state. These clearances typically included 

dimensions for low and high-level platforms and varied slightly among the states. While 

the fixed facilities were regulated by the individual states, the railroad industry itself set 

the clearance standards for rolling stock. Nevertheless, the ADA and its promulgating 

regulations require that the clearance standards for rolling stock and fixed plant be fully 

coordinated. 

 

The Association of American Railroads (AAR) has over the years issued a series 

of what are called ―Plates‖ describing the maximum static dimensions of freight and 

passenger cars used in interchange service between the various rail carriers. However, 

each rail carrier is also free to carry ―Over Dimensional‖ (OD) loads along various routes 

in special train movements with numerous operating restrictions being followed. 

Typically, these OD shipments are moved at slow speeds during times when other rail 

traffic is at a minimum (typically at night), because adjacent tracks are frequently blocked 

by these very wide loads. In many cases, these OD movements involve military shipments 

of the Department of Defense (DOD), which keeps a master map of all OD routes in the 

U.S. and the individual route clearances. The FRA has taken the position that the 

necessary clearances required for moving OD loads during the last ten years will be 

preserved as well as any DOD clearances. OD clearances used more than ten years ago 

would require further justification in order to be retained. 

 

REQUIREMENT INFEASIBILITY:  

 

Conventional high-level platforms used in the northeast have a height of 

approximately 48-inches ATR and are 5 feet 7 inches from track center line on a tangent 

track. The typical floor height of a passenger car with new multiple wear wheels is slightly 

more than 51 inches. However, clearance widths and heights do not stay fixed over time. 

As to vertical height, each new multiple wear wheel can have about 2.5 inches of steel 

removed from the radius of its tread by wear or wheel truing machines before it is 

condemned for scrap. Moreover, truck center plate wear, permanent set in the car springs 

after long use, and general wear on other truck components can collectively reduce the car 

floor height ATR by another 1/2 inch or so. The FRA has issued regulations limiting the 

height of drawbars (couplers) to a range of 31.5- 34.5 inches ATR. Typically, new wheels 

will raise the height of the drawbar to just below 34.5 inches, while well worn multiple 

wear wheels will be just above the 31.5 inch minimum. Shims may be used to insure that 

the drawbar height does not go below 3 1.5 inches.  

 

The real wild card in the vertical height control question of conventionally 

ballasted track occurs during the periodic resurfacing and lining operation where some of 

the ballast is ―tamped‖ under the ties. This ―tamping‖ effectively raises the track relative 

to a platform. Collectively, then, when comparing new to well worn conditions, the 

vertical height difference between the passenger car floor height and the platform height 

can vary between 3 and 5 inches, which is far beyond the plus or minus 5/8 inch required 

by the regulations. This is not intended to say that all dimensions will stack up in the worst 
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way; indeed, it is highly unlikely that all of these elements will line up in the most 

restrictive manner. However, realistically, a variation of 2-5 inches will exist between the 

car floor height ATR and the platform height. See Table A. 

 

For completeness of this discussion, it should also be noted that a typical railroad 

passenger car will cause the ballast to compress approximately 1/2 inch from its unloaded 

position. Therefore, the platform height ATR without a train present should be 1/2 inch 

less than the computed dimension to adjust for the rail position when a train is present. 

Likewise, if old rail is replaced with new rail of a heavier design, the track through the 

station platform must be under-cut and lowered in order to compensate for the higher new 

rail and tie plates. If 115 lb. rail is replaced with 140 lb. rail the track would have to be 

lowered by just over 1 inch or the platform surface raised by a similar amount.  

 

The horizontal clearance between standard rolling stock and the conventional 

northeast high-level platform is likewise made up of a number of variables. Metal is worn 

off both the wheel flange and rail head, as well as various truck components. Alignment of 

the track and face of the high-level platform will be subject to the normal construction and 

maintenance tolerances. Standard vehicle construction tolerances will add to the equation. 

The above items can collectively account for lateral movement of 2 to 3 inches in either 

direction.  

 

The most overlooked element in horizontal clearance analysis is the bouncing and 

swaying of rolling stock (freight and passenger) not stopping at the station. This dynamic 

clearance envelope is significant. Human comfort criteria dictates that railway passenger 

cars must be equipped with a relatively soft suspension; however, this soft suspension can 

result in a roll angle of nearly 8 degrees. An 8 degree roll angle will cause a passenger car 

at high-level platform height to move sideways over 6 inches. Quality track maintenance 

can typically cut the roll displacement in half; but 3 inches of roll and 3 inches of other 

tolerances described in the previous paragraph will still move a 10 foot wide passenger car 

very close to the platform. In any case, for these reasons, the 3-inch horizontal gap 

required by the ADA regulations are probably impossible to meet, even where only 

passenger trains are operated. See Table B below.  

 

While the above discussion has been based on high platforms situated on tangent 

track, high platforms can be placed on mild curves of up to 1-degree 40 minutes with little 

(1 inch) or no superelevation without serious impacts on the traveling public. As a ―rule of 

thumb‖, each degree of curvature will increase the gap between the car and the platform 

by approximately 1 inch. If the curve is superelevated, the gap between the car and the 

platform will increase by 1 inch for every inch of superelevation. Thus a 2- degree curve 

with 3 inches of superelevation would add 5 inches to the gap between the car and a 

platform.  

 

The discussion has so far been limited to conventional northeastern 48 inch high- 

level platforms. Many relatively new bi-level rail passenger cars have low floor levels. 

The Amtrak superliner cars have floors 17.5 inches ATR; while the California cars are 

17.5 inches ATR, the Sounder cars are 25 inches ATR and the Talgo cars are also 25 
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inches ATR. Making these cars available for level boarding will require constructing 

―high‖ platforms at heights that have never been discussed and standardized before. 

Historically, railroad passenger car designers have opposed any circumstance where a 

passenger would have to step down into a rail car; it was felt that a slight step up was 

preferred. A problem will arise where Amtrak Superliners and certain commuter cars must 

use the same platform. Additionally, these ―mid-level‖ platforms would be at an elevation 

ATR where the AAR plate diagrams are on a slope (not vertical) and where OD clearances 

have not historically been discussed with passenger operators. It is known that the lateral 

allowance for wheel flange and rail head wear in conjunction with track alignment 

tolerances would be the same as previously discussed, while the carbody roll clearance 

would be 35-55 percent of a northeastern high-level platform.
1
  

 

The ADA regulations on level boarding presume that the passenger car doorway 

has a floor that extends at least to the edge of the carbody if not a little beyond. The 

passenger cars purchased for the Sound Transit System in Seattle, Washington, and some 

other commuter systems actually have the door step recessed 6 inches behind the edge of 

the carbody, thus adding to whatever gap that may exist between the platform and the 

carbody.
2
 

 

RAILROAD WORKERS RIDING ON FREIGHT CARS:  

 

In order to provide for a safe means for railroad workers to ride on freight cars, 

FRA Regulation 49 CFR part 23 1.1[(d)(3)(iii)] requires sill steps on all four corners of a 

freight car ―preferably flush with side of car‖ and ―tread shall be not more than 24, 

preferably not more than 22, inches above the top of rail.‖ These still step clearances are 

included within the normal AAR plate diagrams. However, a railroad worker riding on 

one of these sill steps is not included in any clearance plate.  

 

If a worker is standing on a sill step, the worker’s shoes (boots) will stick down 

below the sill step by an inch or two and the rear portion of his foot will project away from 

the sill step by 6-10 inches. The normal riding position of the worker would result in the 

back of the legs and body projecting out away from the car much further. Since the FRA 

regulations for maximum distance ATR would apply to a newly built and empty freight 

car, a fully loaded car with worn wheels and suspension system could have the still steps 4 

inches or so lower or in the vicinity of 18 inches ATR.  

 

                                                 

 
1
 However, before any decision is made on the height and location from track center line 

for a ―mid-level’’ platform, it would be advisable to consult with the AAR, the American 

Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association (AREMA) and the American 

Public Transportation Association (APTA). The National Railroad Passenger Corporation 

(Amtrak) would also have a vested interest in the topic.  
 

2
 A regulatory fix may be needed to prohibit such recessed doors.  
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Railroads using standard 48-inch high level platforms prohibit employees from 

riding the side of a freight car in the vicinity of the high platforms, as there is simply no 

clearance. A mid-level platform 15-17 inches ATR would appear to provide sufficient 

clearance to allow workers to ride past a platform on a freight car. Any mid-level platform 

in the vicinity of 25 inches ATR would probably require prohibiting workers from riding 

on the side of freight cars.  

 

OVER DIMENSIONAL LOADS AND NEED FOR GAUNTLET TRACK:  

 

All AAR plates for freight cars, except Plate H, have a maximum width of 10 feet 

8 inches (5 feet 4 inches from track center line) at platform height of 48-inches ATR. 

While the lateral movement due to worn wheels, worn rails and track alignment deviations 

is similar to passenger cars, the horizontal swaying of freight cars is much less than 

passenger cars due to a much stiffer suspension system. Freight car roll is approximately 

half of a passenger roll or about 4 degrees, which results in a lateral movement of only 3 

inches at 48-inch platform level. If we again assume higher quality track work in the 

vicinity of station platforms, the horizontal roll of a typical freight car would be in the 

vicinity of 1 to 1 1/2 inches. The lower roll angle and quality trackwork have permitted 

standard freight cars to operate past high-level platforms for nearly a century, when built 

to various AAR plate specifications.  

 

However, as previously noted, some freight cars and freight car loads exceed the 

AAR plate clearances by significant amounts (typically 18-24 inches). The height ATR of 

these OD loads can vary widely depending on the type of freight car being used. 

Conventional flat car floors range from 43-56 inches ATR when empty; fully loaded they 

would be 2-3 inches lower due to spring compression. The official railway equipment 

register, under heavy capacity and special type flat cars, lists a number of depressed center 

flat car floors at 24 inches and a few at 23 inches ATR when empty. A wide load placed 

on a depressed center flat car would be expected to foul any platform built above a height 

of 19-20 inches ATR unless a gauntlet track, a bypass track or moveable platform edge 

was provided. How to handle these OD loads becomes a route specific/site specific 

decision. Where the OD movements are not frequent (perhaps several times a year to once 

a week), a hand operated gauntlet track, which moves the OD shipment away from the 

high platform, a moveable platform edge or a separate track without a platform is probably 

the most economical solution. When OD shipments become frequent (daily to several 

times a week), a fully signaled remotely controlled gauntlet track or platform bypass track 

becomes the preferred alternative 

 

PROPOSED RAIL CAR -PLATFORM GAP REQUIREMENTS:  

 

Of necessity the previous discussion of platform setback from track center line has 

focused on the dynamic clearance requirements of both freight and passenger cars moving 

past a standard 48-inch high platform. Nearly a century of operations has verified the 

feasibility of operating freight and passenger cars past high-level platforms built 5 feet 7 

inches from track center line. In theory this would result in a 7-inch static gap for a 

standard 10-foot wide passenger car (5 feet either side of the track center line). However, 
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it needs to be understood that rail cars normally do not come to a stop exactly centered on 

the track center line, and thus may leave a gap that is either less than or greater than the 7 

inch nominal clearance. Our only interest here is what the maximum static gap might be 

for passengers. 

 

The passenger car roll displacement shown in Table B can be eliminated from this 

discussion. Gauge face rail head wear on tangent track would be essentially negligible, but 

could be significant on a curve and be part of the rail gauge limits imposed by FRA 

regulations. Flange wear, wheel axle mounting and various truck suspension wear limits 

as well as basic track alignment and platform construction tolerances can and will be 

allow a passenger car to stop with a gap greater than 7-inches. A realistic combination of 

these elements could add or subtract 3-inches to/from the basic 7-inch gap, thus yielding 

10-inches as the maximum gap for tangent track. Since high platforms have been 

successfully used on mild curves (1 213 degrees), it would be reasonable to allow for an 

additional 2-3 inches for curve and superelevation adjustments for curved platforms. 

 

The vertical height difference between the car floor and the platform caused by 

multiple wear wheels, center plate wear, spring set, etc. is going to be limited by FFL4 

regulations for drawbars to a total range of 3 inches. If one assumes no tolerance for 

platform or track construction and a standard car floor height of 5 1%-inches, then the 

minimum car floor height of 48%-inches would be %-inch above the 48-inch high 

platform and preserve the desire that no one should ever step down into a car. In reality 

track is raised by tamping and construction tolerances over the length of a platform (500-

1200 feet) will exist. With a 3-inch variation dictated by FRA drawbar regulations, we 

must now decide how much tamping and construction tolerance to allow before it 

becomes necessary to lower the track or raise the surface of the platform. For this 

discussion it is proposed that 2 inches be allowed for a combination of tamping and initial 

construction tolerance of track and platform. The total vertical allowance between a 

passenger car floor and a platform would be 5 inches.  

 

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING AT STATION PLATFORMS  

 

It has become acceptable practice over the years to provide level at grade crossings 

across station tracks when low level (8 inch ATR) platforms are used. These crossings 

may be 10-15 feet wide at the crossing point, but 30 or more feet wide when ramps to the 

8 inch ATR platform are included. Since step stools have historically been used to assist 

passengers in boarding trains from low platforms, the 8 extra inches or a step stool on a 

small ramp have not been a problem, when a car door stops at the pedestrian crossing. For 

traditional 48-inch high platforms pedestrian at grade crossings have been prohibited or in 

some cases placed at the end of the platform. 

  

Since the basic objective of 15 or 48-inch ATR platforms is to provide level 

boarding to all accessible rail passenger cars, at grade pedestrian crossings should be 

prohibited or in rare circumstances placed at the end of a platform with the appropriate 

ramps and automatic train activated barriers with visual and audible warning systems.  
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TURNOUTS OR CROSSOVERS ADJACENT TO PLATFORM  

 

The ends of any rail vehicle passing through a curve will extend significantly 

beyond the normal static position of the vehicle towards the outside of the curve. The 

typical 85 foot long passenger car has 60 foot truck centers; thus, the ends of the car are 

approximately 12 feet beyond the truck center pin. Furthermore, the centrifugal force 

caused by the curve will cause the car wheel flanges to make firm contact with the outer 

rail and cause the car body to sway or roll towards the outside of the curve. This action 

typically results in the need to increase horizontal clearances by approximately 1 inch per 

degree of curvature before considering any superelevation.  

 

Turnouts (switches) by themselves or as part of a crossover between two parallel 

tracks have internal curves that are inversely proportional to their size. A number 8 turnout 

(used in congested terminal designs) has nearly a 12-degree (488 foot radius) curve, while 

a number 20 turnout (main line 45 mph crossover) has only 1‖45’ (3290 foot radius) 

curve. Placing a turnout adjacent to a high level platform would require a curved ―notch‖ 

in the platform to allow for the passenger car overhang as it transits the turnout curve, 

which could significantly increase the gap between the platform and a car operating on the 

tangent side of the turnover. Since this ―notch‖ would effectively negate the whole reason 

for a high platform in the first place, turnouts adjacent to a high platform are not allowed, 

unless there is no other feasible alternative and the movement allowed by the turnout is 

essential to railroad operations. 
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TABLE A  

 

Vertical Variations between Passenger Car Floor Heights and 

Passenger Boarding Platforms 

 

Multiple Wear Wheels 2 ½ inches 

 Spring Set, Center Plate Wear, Air  Springs', 

etc. 

½ inch 

Platform Construction tolerance ½ inch 

Vertical Track Profile (FRA Class 4 Regs.) 2 inches 

Total 5 ½ inches 

1 Does not include deflated air springs  

 

 

TABLE B  

 

HORIZONTAL VARIATIONS BETWEEN PASSENGER CAR SIDE WALL AT FLOOR 

HEIGHT AND PASSENGER BOARDING PLATFORMS  

  

Track Gauge (FRA Class 4 Regs.) 1 ½ inches 

Flange Wear ¾ inch 

Wheel Axle Mounting 3/8 inch 

Misc. Truck Suspension, Center Plate, Etc. 

Wear 

½ inch 

Platform Construction Tolerance ¾ inch 

Track Alignment (FRA Class 4 Regs.) 3 inches 

Subtotal  6 3/8 inches 

Passenger Car 7.3  Roll at 48-inches ATR  6 1/8 inches 

Total  12 ½ inches 

Passenger Car 7.3" Roll at 18 inches ATR  2 3/8 inches 

Total  8 ¾ inches 
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Summary:  

 

1. It is highly desirable for commuter rail lines and federally designed high speed 

corridors to provide for level boarding of rail passenger cars.  

 

2. High level platform heights have been standards at 48-inches ATR in the 

northeast for nearly a century. A new ―mid-level‖ platform height for low entry 

level cars needs to be standardized.  

 

3. Routes that have historically moved OD freight loads must be provided with 

either a track without a platform, a gauntlet track at the platform, or a platform 

edge that can be moved to provide extra clearance.  

 

4. A series of real world conditions preclude achieving and maintaining the desired 

ADA gaps between rail cars and platforms. Bridge plates will be required for 

wheelchairs to achieve level boarding compliance with ADA regulations.  

 

5. Passenger car doors should be flush with the outside wall of the car, not recessed 

in such a way as to increase the gap between the platform and the car floor.  

 

6. At grade pedestrian crossings, if absolutely necessary, should be placed at the 

ends of a high platform and be provided with automatic train activated barriers 

with visual and audible warning systems.  

 

7. Turnouts adjacent to a high platform are not allowed, unless there is no other 

feasible alternative and the movement allowed by the turnout is essential to 

railroad operations. 
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Appendix C 

 

List of Passenger Railroads Operating in the United States, August 2010. 

 
Railroad Major Metropolitan Area Served 

Altamont Commuter Express (ACE) Stockton, CA - San Jose, CA 

Connecticut Department of Transportation (Shore 

Line East) (CDOT) 

New London, CT - New Haven, CT 

Hawkeye Express Iowa City, IA 

Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) New York, NY 

Maryland Area Regional Commuter Train Service 

(MARC) 

Washington, DC - Baltimore, MD 

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 

(MBTA) 

Boston, MA - Providence, RI 

Metro North Railroad (MNR) New York, NY - Hoboken, NJ - New Haven, CT 

Minnesota North Star  Minneapolis, MN 

New Jersey Transit Railroad (NJT) New York, NY - Hoboken, NJ - Trenton, NJ - Philadelphia, PA 

New Mexico Rail Runner Express Albuquerque, NM - Santa Fe, NM 

North County Transit District (Coaster) San Diego, CA - Oceanside, CA 

Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Rail 

Corporation (METRA) 

Chicago, IL - Joliet, IL - Aurora, IL - Kenosha, WI 

Northern Indiana Commuter Transportation District 

(NICTD) 

Chicago, IL - South Bend, IN 

Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board 

(CALTRAIN) 

San Francisco, CA - San Jose, CA 

Piedmont Commuter Railroad Raleigh, NC - Winston-Salem, NC 

Port Authority Trans Hudson Railroad (PATH) New York, NY - Hoboken, NJ - Newark, NJ 

Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority (Sounder) Seattle, WA - Tacoma, WA 

RTA Music City Star Nashville, TN 

Southeast Florida Regional Transportation 

Authority (TriRail) (SFRTA) 

Miami, FL - West Palm Beach, FL 

Southeast Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA) Philadelphia, PA - Newark, DE - Trenton, NJ 

Southern California Regional Rail Authority (Metro 

Link) (SCRRA) 

Los Angeles, CA - Santa Barbara, CA - Oceanside, CA 

Tri Met Westside Express Service (WES) Wilsonville, OR - Beaverton, OR 

Trinity Railway Express (TRE) Dallas, TX - Fort Worth, TX 

UTA Front Runner Salt Lake City, UT 

Virginia Railway Express (VRE) Washington, DC - Manassas VA - Fredericksburg, VA 

Amtrak - Passenger Railroad Nationwide 

Alaska Railroad - Passenger Railroad Fairbanks, AK - Anchorage, AK 

The 27 passenger railroads (commuter/ intercity) as of November 2009; does not include tourist or scenic passenger railroads. 

Courtesy: FRA Office of Safety 
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Appendix D 

 

Survey Questionnaire  

 
 

STUDY OF METHODS TO IMPROVE OR CORRECT STATION GAPS—INTERVIEW 

INSTRUMENT 

 

Your agency was selected as a representative system, along with nine (9) others that incorporate the 

range of constraints, operating environments, station configurations, climate that the 26 commuter rails 

systems and AMTRAK face each day. 

 

In 2007 the FRA produced a report, Federal Railroad Administration Office of Safety, FRA Approach to 

Managing Gap Safety which described a hazard analysis methodology to indentify and mitigate gap 

safety issues. 

 

This follow-on report is in regards to the Rail Safety Improvement Act, specifying a report ―Conduct 

Study of Method to Improve or Correct Passenger Station Platform Gaps with a specific emphasis on 

ADA compliance, the bottom line being the achievement of 3‖ gaps platform/vehicle gaps and 5/8‖ 

height gaps.    

 

Note that an FRA report entitled, ―Factors Associated with Railroad Passenger Car Clearances to High 

Platforms for Intercity and Commuter Rail Operations,‖ observes a current practice of 7‖ to 10‖ gaps. 

 

We are searching for current practices, as well as ideas that have been under consideration and any 

longer term incremental approach you a taking to facilitate wheelchair and physically challenged 

passenger movement.   The findings will be shared with Congress and industry in October 2010.  

 

The systems are: 

 East Coast:  Long Island Railroad, Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA), Tri-

Rail Southeaster Florida Regional Transit Authority, Massachusetts Bay Transportation 

Authority 

 West Coast: Chicago METRA, Utah Transit Authority Frontrunner, CALTRAIN (San Francisco 

Bay Area, Sounder Transit (Tacoma/Washington), and Minnesota North Star.  
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Interview Form 

      Interviewer: 

      _________________________________________________________________  

 

Operator:  __________________________________________________________________ 

• Number of Stations:____________________________________________________ 

• Number of Stations breakout with the following characteristic 

– Level Platforms:  8” ATR; 15”ATR; 48-50” 

ATR:___________________________________________________________ 

– Partial Platform (mini platform, usually ~20 feet/reached via ramp/set back 

where freight train movements are anticipated/requiring bridge plates: 

_________________________________________________________________ 

– Ground Level Platform_____________________________________________ 

Temporary or near-term ADA requirements fulfillment 

• How done:   

– Bridge plates  ___ 

– Moveable platform edges ___ 

– Rubber finger gaps on platform ___ 

– Rubber gap fillers on-vehicle __ 

– Edge boards __ 

– Powered bridge plates ___ 

– Threshold plates ___ 

– “Watch the Gap” and other visual aids sign or platform aids ___ 

– Zoning cars (multiple stops, opening only certain doors) ___ 

– Gauntlet track for freight to not affect platform width ___ 

– Widening car bodies  ___ 

– Sacrificial edge ___ 

– Retractable high level platform ___ 

– Automatic car leveling ____ 

Longer-term plans/New construction, plans for ADA compliance, 

improvement_______________________________________________________________ 

Other questions:   

• Other technologies looked at to fill the gaps: ____________________________________ 

• Statistics? (If available):  ____________________________________________________ 

Open Ended Discussion Questions:   

• Open Q&A Time:  Wish List, the perfect scenario, 

ideas______________________________________________________________________ 

• Pictures of disabled using aids_________________________________________________ 

 

Not Part of Interview (Background Web Site review): 

• Web Search of above railroads and remaining 16 that are not part of the sample. 
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Appendix E 

 

Summary Results of Survey 

 

System Name Location Status 

WEST       

California Department of Transportation CALTRAIN SW  Established 

Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter 

(NIRC) Metra NW Established 

Metro Transit of Minneapolis St. Paul Northstar Commuter Rail NW New 

Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority Sounder Commuter Rail NW  New 

Utah Transit Authority Frontrunner NW New 

EAST       

NY Metro Transportation Authority Long Island Railroad NE Established 

Massachusetts Bay Transportation 

Authority 

Purple Line Commuter 

Rail NE Established 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation 

Authority SEPTA NE Established 

South Florida Regional Transportation 

System Tri-Rail SE New 

New Jersey Transit River Line NE New 

 

System Number of Stations Accessible Stations 

WEST     

California Department of Transportation 32 26 

Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter 

(NIRC) 239 188 

Metro Transit of Minneapolis St. Paul 6 6 

Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority 10 10 

Utah Transit Authority 8 8 

EAST     

NY Metro Transportation Authority 124 120 

Massachusetts Bay Transportation 

Authority 132 95 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation 

Authority 154 107 

South Florida Regional Transportation 

System 18 18 

New Jersey Transit 20 20 
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System Number of Vehicles Platform ATR 

WEST     

California Department of Transportation No response 15" mini-high 

Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter 

(NIRC) 

841 diesel district; 171 

electric district 

8" diesel district; 50" 

electric district 

Metro Transit of Minneapolis St. Paul 18 25" mini-high 

Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority 58 25" mini-high 

Utah Transit Authority 35 8", 24‖ mini-high  

EAST     

NY Metro Transportation Authority 1000 50"  

Massachusetts Bay Transportation 

Authority 410 8" 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation 

Authority 357 48", 48" mini-high 

South Florida Regional Transportation 

System 26 Gallery, 6 DMUs 25" mini-high 

New Jersey Transit 20 21" 

 

System Platform Types 

WEST   

California Department of Transportation 20' mini-highs 

Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter 

(NIRC) 8" diesel district; 50" Electric full length level 

Metro Transit of Minneapolis St. Paul  20’ mini-highs 

Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority  20’ mini-highs 

Utah Transit Authority 
Mini-high platforms can accommodate 3 cars at 

once and serve both types of cars on system 

EAST   

NY Metro Transportation Authority 
Most platforms full length level for 8 cars, except 

for several which accommodate only 6 cars. 

Massachusetts Bay Transportation 

Authority 

45' mini-highs that accommodate 2 cars; terminals 

and several key stations have full length level 

platforms 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation 

Authority 

18 stations full length level, 26 stations with minis-

high platforms, 107 low level 

South Florida Regional Transportation 

System 

20’ mini-high platforms, remainder of stations low 

level 

New Jersey Transit Full length level serving two car trainsets 
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System Access Method 

WEST   

California Department of Transportation 
Mini-high bridge plates, stored on train; station side 

lift is used at some locations 

Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter 

(NIRC) 

Diesel line uses on board mounted lifts; always one 

car in the consist located at the non-downtown end 

of the platform; at terminals with full platforms,   

attendants assist; Electric line, vehicle borne bridge 

plates 

Metro Transit of Minneapolis St. Paul 

Bridge plate on mini-high platforms.  Some 3’ to 4’ 

gaps on the system.  Vehicle mounted rotating lifts 

for 8" ATR portion of system 

Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority 
15" mini-high developed with citizen groups testing 

mockup 

Utah Transit Authority Bridge plates 

EAST   

NY Metro Transportation Authority 

Threshold plates/vehicle borne bridge plates; 

modified platforms where possible using sacrificial 

edges 1/2 to1/8 inch polymer extending material; 

call ahead for some stations(phone listed on fare 

card) Syosset (extra wide gap), Jamaica & Flatbush 

Avenue stations have dedicated staff due to high 

volume 

Massachusetts Bay Transportation 

Authority 

On board bridge plates except Readville, where 

platform stored bridge plate is supplied to service 

the extra wide gaps required in the rail yard 

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation 

Authority 

Bridge plates at high level and mini-highs; plates 

located and locked at the mini-high; one bridge 

plate available for full platform locations 

South Florida Regional Transportation 

System 

On board bridge plates, DMU's have on board lifts 

which can deploy on any platform in system 

New Jersey Transit No assistive devices needed on high platforms 
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